
   ROCKETS & AVIO BOMBS



Aircraft Rocket BR-1-57

BR -1- 57  rocket  projectile  is the Rocket  of high 
explosive effect, 57 mm caliber and assembled  with 
impact fuze, type UTI-1. Purpose of this rocket is 
destruction of air targets at the altitudes up to 30.000 m it 
is the modern aircraft amament.
BR-1-57  rocket  with the  UTI-1 fuze can also be used for 
the ground  targets destruction  ( aircraft, cars, 
warehouses and similar military objects).
BR -1 -57 rocket  with  the  fuze  UTI-1 is  fired  from  the 
tube launchers (with rear part opened) , which are placed  
in  the honeycomb launchers L-57.

Tehnical data
Caliber:  57mm
Length of the rocket with the fuze:  882mm
Mass of the assembled rocket:  3.86 ± 0.06 kg
Mass of the explosive charge:  0.285 kg

Ballistic characteristics
Maximum speed:  673 to 617 rn/s
Flying time for the distance of 1000 m:  1.89 to 2.19s
Maximum allowed pressure in the rocket chamber:  380kg/cm2

BR-1-57 mm Air-to-surface rocket launcher

INITIATION BY MEANS
OF PLUG

INITIATION BY MEANS OF AUTOMATIC 
SWITCHING ON THE CIRCUIT 

BR-1-57 BR-1-57 P1



Aircraft Rocket BR-2-57

Rocket BR-2-57 is of the hollow charge effect. It  is 57 
mm caliber assembled with the impact inertial UTI-2 fuze.  
The  rocket  is  used  to  destroy  armoured ground 
targets, 
tanks, self-propelled artillery, armoured vehicles, 
armoured personnel carriers etc. It serves as the rocket 
armament of modern jet airplanes.
Rocket  BR-2-57  is  launched  with  the  UTI-2 fuze from 
the launcher  tube   ( with  the  opened  rear  ends )   
which  is assembled in  honeycomb rocket package.

Tehnical data 
Caliber: 57 mm
Length of the rocket with the fuze:  824 to 835 mm
Mass of completely assembled rocket:  3.64 kg
Mass of the explosive charge:  0.29 kg
Thickness of the pierced armour when the rocket strikes 
at the angle of 300° from the vertical: 100 to 150 mm
Rocket firing: Electric, with two electric igniters

Ballistic characteristics 
Maximum velocity:  563 to 620 rn/s 
Time of rocket flight up to the distance of 1000 m:  2.461 
to 2.179 s 
Maximum allowable pressure in the (rocket)  combustion 
chamber:  375 kg/cm2

INITIATION BY MEANS
OF PLUG

INITIATION BY MEANS OF AUTOMATIC 
SWITCHING ON THE CIRCUIT 

BR-1-57 BR-1-57 P1



Aircraft Rocket cal.57 mm BR-20-57 P1

General

In  addition  to  the  aircraft  rockets  BR-1-57 mm  and 
BR-2-57  mm manufactured to date, “Krusik” has 
developed the production of a new service rocket, named 
the Universal BR-20-57 P1, and corresponding practice 
rocket.
BR-20-57 P1 nun  rocket  is a rocket of a combined  hol  
low-charge and fragmentation effect, so that it 
incorporates the application of  the rocket  BR-1-57 mm, 
which means that a single  rocket  type  can  be  
employed  in different  fighting missions. The arming so far 
has  to be performed  with a specific  type  of  rockets  
(either  hollow -charge  or  high -explosive), depending on 
a particular combat action, which
Is  now  no  longer  necessary , owing  to  the  new 
universal-employment  rocket .   This  practically  provides  
multiple employment advantages.

Technical characteristics

The aircraft  rocket  of a  hollow -charge  and  
fragmentation effect BR-20-57 P1 is a system of Cal.57 
mm unguided air-to-ground  and  air- to-air rockets and is 
used for  mass arming of  aircrafts .  The  rocket  includes 
a  warhead with  hollow charge and fragmentation effect 
and impact type UTI-2 fuze and  superquick - inertial  
action .   The  rockets  are  used  to annihilate air  targets  
at  altitudes  of  up  to 30.000 m ,  for  assault  actions  
against  mobile  and  stationary   armoured targets  such  
as  tanks ,  armoured   vehicles , carriers ,  light weapon   
and   vehicles ,  aircrafts   on  the   ground   and personnel 
around the stated combat means.

Tehnical data 

Rocket mass:  4.5 kg 
Explosive charge mass:  0.32 kg 
Propellant mass:  1.13 kg 
Penetration:  160-200 m 
Quantity of fragments on burst:  200 pcs 
Killing range:  18-20 m (40 m circle) 
Muzzle safety:  110 
Packing of 8 rockets per wooden case
Special air-tight packaging for the fuze
Warranty period:  5 years



BR-1-57 V, BR-2-57 V and BR-20-57 V 
Practice Rockets

The Practice  rockets  BR-1-57 V,   BR-2-57 V  and  
BR-20-57 V  are  used  for  training  of  pilots when 
firing   57 mm caliber rockets.
The warhead and the fuze are inert (made of metal). 
Its mass,  centre of gravity and shape are matched 
to live rockets, so that its ballistic trajectories are 
identical to those of the service rockets.
Packing  of 12 rockets per  wooden case  with  the 
total mass of packing amounting to 67 kg.
Warranty period is 5 years.



PRM - 200  is  a  programmable 
guided rocket with self-contained  
guidance  system , used  as  a 
target for:
-Live firing by medium - range AD
missiles with radar or lR guidance;
-Live firing by air-to-air missiles
with radar or IR homing systems;
-Live  firing  by  light  AA  artillery
systems equipped with radar FCS.

PRM-200 is fitted with two optical and two IR or smoke flares for increase of  IR  
contrast. The flares are adjustable to ignite  from 10 to 80  seconds  upon  launching  
and  then burn for 35 seconds.
PRM-200  radar  signature is provided by  Luneberg Iens (passive radar reflector) 
built in the forward and aft sections of the rocket target.
PRM-200 can be launched  from the advanced trainer/combat  G-4 “Super Galeb” or 
similar aircraft provided  with  additional  relevant equipment and target carrying  and 
launching kit.
PRM-200 is launched-and-forgotten by the pilot at aircraft speeds of Mach 0.5 to 0.8. 
If the target is not hit , the  programmer  unit activates the  target self-destructing 
device.
The guidance  system is self-contained , programmable  and comprises a barometric 
altimeter and two free gyroscopes. Its guidance is programmed before fixing PRM-
200 on the launcher along the aircraft platform.

Performances:

Operating altitude range
Preprogrammed number of pitchings
Preprogrammed number of yawings
Yaw angle
Pitch angle
Target range:
-launched at the altitude of 300 m
-launched at the altitude of 7.000 m

300(±10%) to 7.000 m(±10%)
2
2
± 30° (± 30)
± 27° (± 30)

22km (± 0.5 km)
48 km (± 2km)

Contrast characteristics:
Target radar head-on signature:
For X range (l= 3cm)
For G range (l= 5cm)
For S range (l= 10cm)
IR radiation level

6.53 m2
2.35 m2
0.58m2
mm. 2 x 2.000 Cd

PROGRAMMABLE GUIDED ROCKET - 200 (PRM-200)



QUICK ATS 128 mm

Quick air target simulator is  non-quided rocket-target.
Operators of army air defense systems use it for practicing
the use of short range air defense rocket system.
Shooting  practicing  is done with  incoming  (type A)  and
departing (type B) unguided rocket on ballistic trajectory. 



Technical data:
-Caliber ----------------------------------------------------------------
-Stabilizer range -----------------------------------------------------
-Length of rocket with tracer --------------------------------------
-Rocket mass, type - A ---------------------------------------------
-Rocket mass, type - B ---------------------------------------------
-Mass of ingnition charge ------------------------------------------
-El. resistance of the ingnition circuit ---------------------------
-No. of tracers :

type "A" --------------------------------------------------------------
type "B" --------------------------------------------------------------

-No. of modified IC-5 decoys -------------------------------------
-Temperature range -------------------------------------------------

128 mm
270 mm
1256 mm
33,6 kg
35 kg
9,7 kg
1,25 W do 2,25 W

6 pcs.
4 pcs.
4 pcs.
-30° do +50°C

TYPE - A



FAB-100 M80 HE FREE-FALL BOMB

FAB-100 M80 HE bomb is  intended  for  attack against  targets  of  low  and 
medium fortification level,  such as:   industrial  facilities,  railroad  junctions, 
roads, storehouses manpower, army assets and the like.

It is suitable for all current and projected aircrafts capable to carry  bombs 
of such weight and where bomb racks  with  free-fall  weapon  release  units 
having  250mm  or  355.6mm  (standard NATO 14-inch)  hook  spacing.

The bomb may be released safe or armed at speeds up to 1000 km/h.



FAB-100 M80
Characteristics

Bomb type.........................................................FAB-100 M80

Diameter......................................................................230mm

Length......................................................................1490 mm

Hook spacing
(adaptable to A/C bomb rack)..................250 and 355.6 mm

Weights
-Without fuses.............................................................117 kg
-Main explosive charge (TNT).......................................39 kg

Fuses
-Type AUV-E....................................................................1 off
-Type AUFK.....................................................................1 off

Packing:
-Bomb (3 off).......................................................In one crate
-Fins (12 off)........................................................In one crate 



FAB-100 M80 HE Retarded Bomb with
      UKB-100 M80 Retarder System

FAB-100 M80 HE bomb is  designed  for  safe  and  effective  bombing  in  the 
low-level strike role. It is suitable for all current and projected  aircraft  capable 
to carry bombs of such weight and where bomb racks with free-fall weapon 
release  units  having  250 mm  or  355.6 mm  (standard  NATO 14-inch)  hook 
spacing.

The bomb may be released safe or armed with  speeds from  700 to 900 km/h 
and altitudes over 55 m.

The bomb is intended for attack  against  defended  target  areas  of  low  and 
medium fortification level, such as: industrial facilities, railroad junctions, roads, 
storehouses, manpower, army assets and the like.

Bomb retardation reduces high  risk  of  fragment  damage  to  the  aircraft  by 
ensuring a safe separation distance of  500 m approximately  between  aircraft 
and bomb detonation site.



FAB-100 M80 HE Retarded Bomb
with UKB-100 M80 Retarder System
Characteristics

Bomb type..........................FAB-100 M80 with UKB-100 M80

Diameter......................................................................230mm

Weight of bomb without fuse.......................................128 kg

Length.(without fuse) ..............................................1617 mm

Hook spacing
(adaptable to A/C bomb rack)..................250 and 355.6 mm

Weights
-With UKB-100 and fuses............................................132 kg
-With UKB-100 without fuses.......................................128 kg
-Main explosive charge (TNT).......................................39 kg

Fuse 
-Type AUFK.....................................................................2 off

Packing:
-Bomb (3 off).......................................................In one crate
-Fins (12 off)........................................................In one crate 
-UKB-100 (2 off)......................................In one wooden box



FAB-250 M79 HE Free-Fall Bomb

FAB-250 M79 HE bomb is intended for attack against targets
of medium fortification level, such us: industrial facilities,
railroad junctions, roads, storehouses, command posts, air
base installations, bridges, army assets, naval vessels and the like.

It is suitable for all current and projected aircraft capable to carry
bombs of such weight and where bomb racks with free-fall weapon
release units having 250mm or 355.6mm (standard NATO 14-inch)
hook spacing.

The bomb may be released safe or armed at speeds up to 1000 km/h



FAB -250 M79
Characteristics

Bomb type.........................................................FAB-250 M79

Diameter.....................................................................325 mm

Length.....................................................................2015 mm

Hook spacing
(adaptable to A/C bomb rack)..................250 and 355.6 mm

Weights
-Without  fuses.............................................................240 kg
-Main explosive charge (TNT).....................................105 kg

Fuses
-Type AUV-E....................................................................1 off
-Type AUFK.....................................................................1 off

Packing:
-Bomb ................................................Inside protective rings
-Fins (9 off)........................................................In one crate 



FAB-250 M79 HE Retarded Bomb with
      UKB-250 M80 Retarder System

FAB-250 M79 HE  bomb  is  designed  for  safe  and  effective  bombing  in  the
low-level strike role. It is sultable for all currentvand  projected  aircraft  capable
to carry bombs of such weight  and  where  bomb  racks  with  free-fall  weapon 
release  units  having  250 mm  or  355,6 mm  (standard NATO 14-inch)  hook 
spacing.

The bomb may be released safe or armed at speeds from 700 to 900 km/h and
altitudes over 55 m.

The bomb is  intended  for  attack  against  defended  target  areas  of  medium
fortification  level,  such  as:        industrial  facilities,  railroad  junctions,  roads,
storehouses,  command  posts,  air  base  installations,  bridges,  army  assets,
naval vessels and the like.

Bomb retardation  reduces  high  risk  of  fragment  damage  to  the  aircraft  by
ensuring  safe separation  distance  of  500 m  approximately  betwen  aircraft
and bomb detonation site.



FAB-250 M79 HE Retarded Bomb
with UKB-250 M80 Retarder System

Characteristics



AUFK M-91 FUZE is impact , inertia-type of an
electronic-mechanical fuze for aircraft bombs 
with super-quick (T) and delay action (U) adju-
stable by mode selector.

A) PURPOSE
The fuze is intended for high-explosive aircraft
bomb with or without drag chute

B) TECHNICAL DATA
- Front and rear inertia action
- Completely secured
- Arming time for aircraft bomb without drag

chute depends on action mode as follows:
1. 2,5 sec for delayed action
2. 3,6 sec for delayed action
3. 3,6 sec for super-quick action

- Arming time for aircraft bomb equipped with
drag chute is 2,5 sec where successful braking
results in impact action, while unsuccessful
braking results in delayed action

- Delayed action time is  22±4 sec
- Electrical arming
- Equipped with a status indicator (armed,unarmed

super-quick or delay)
- The fuze is waterproof
- Mode selection is manual without accessories
- Fuze mass..................................................1650 g
- Fuze length...............................................258 mm
- Max diameter..............................................90 mm
- Fuze connecting thread...........................M52 x 3
- Fuze length entering the bomb................136 mm

C) FUNCTIONAL DATA
- Super-quick and delayed action
- Temperature range of use is -40° C to 60° C
- Fuze in its packaging is safe in any storing conditions
- Fuze life is 10 years min. under prescribed keeping

and storing conditions.

AUFK-M91  FUZE



RAB-250 M91 Air Bomb       

This Air Bomb is intended for  annihilation and disabling of live force 
and technical devices such as: light armor combat and  non-combat
vehicles,  artillery,  rocket,  radar  devices  and  installations,  landed
aircraft etc.
Air Bomb can have  free or  impulse release  from  aircraft  equipped
with bomb carriers of required carrying capacity and  with 250mm or
 355.6mm  (standard  NATO 14-inch)  distance  of  "bomb locks"   for
hanging.

FUZE  UPB M91

TECHNICAL DATA
- Mass of Air Bomb .................................................................. 252 kg
- Mass of bomb body .............................................................. 231 kg
- Tail Unit mass ....................................................................... 14,5 kg
- Type of explosive charge .......................................................... TNT
- Mass of the explosive charge ................................................. 70 kg
- Number of steel balls Ø12 mm ............................................. 15000
- Diameter of the body ......................................................... 320 mm
- Length of Air Bomb .......................................................... 2085 mm
- Distance between fins in the Tail Unit ................................ 462 mm
- Distance between suspension lugs .................. 355,6 and 250 mm
- Fuze type ............................................................ UPB M91,   1 off *

  * NOTE: RAB-250 Air Bomb can be completed with ditferent types of fuzes.



Maximum range
  Firing rate
  Temperature range of use
  Transportation
  Total mass of the system

Missile diameter
  Warhead caliber
  Missile length
  Missile mass
  Mass of (warhead) exsplosive charge

  Internal diameter
  Tube length
  Mass of the tubes (with mechanism)

Technical data of
  the system

Technical data of the missile

Technical data of the launching tube

"
8.600 m
5;  2.5;  1.66 missiles/s
-30o to + 50oC
TAM 150 T11 BV 6 x 6
9.600 kg

128 mm
128 mm
837 mm
23.1 kg
2.6 kg

128 mm
1030 mm
15 kg

PLAMEN-A", M63 "
12.625 m
5;  2.5;  1.66 missiles/s
-30o to + 50oC
TAM 150 T11 BV 6 x 6
9.600 kg

128 mm
128 mm
971 mm
25.5 kg
3.3 kg

128 mm
1030 mm
15 kg

PLAMEN-D"

"Plamen C” is self-propelled multi-tube missile launcher 
intended for impact, sudden and quick fire assaults 
against personnel and non-armoured vehicles. It 
appeared as a result of merging of the launching device 
and towing vehicle for the M63 LRSV 128 mm system 
by adding some newly designed assemblies.
“Plamen C” fires two types of missiles: PLAMEN-A, M63 
and PLAMEN-D, M87 with extended range.
The launcher is carried on the vehicle TAM 150 T11 BV 
6x6.
It is possible to mount it on other vehicles of the similar 
characteristics (for example FAP 1417).
The system is of a modular concept in such a way as to 
permit mounting of the “OGANJ” launching device with 
24 or 32 tubes on the multi-purpose upper carriage 
instead of PLAMEN launching device.
The design of the launcher meets all ergonomic 
requirements providing easy and safe handling.
Manual mechanism drive can be changed into semi-
automatic on user’s request.
Deployment time is 30 seconds. The time needed for 
leaving of firing position is 30 seconds.
Mass distribution provides proper center of gravity 
during transportation with FULL-EMPTY combination in 
the way that launching device is turned for 1600 in 
respect to the basic position.

M63/94 SELF-PROPELLED MULTI-TUBE 
MISSILE LAUNCHER 128 mm - PLAMEN C



M77 SELF-PROPELLED MULTI-TUBE MISSILE 
LAUNCHER 128mm  OGANJ C

OGANJ C is self-propelled multi-tube missile launcher intended for impact, sudden and quick fire 
assaults on surface targets in the depth of the enemy. It is efficient against all types of the targets: 
personnel, unshielded and armored vehicles. 
OGANJ C, for firing from multi-tube missile launcher, uses point-detonating-demolition missile 
M77 (OGANJ M77). The launcher is loaded on the vehicle TAM 150 T11 BV 6 x 6.

It is possible to mount it on other vehicles of similar characteristics (FAP 1417, for example). The 
system is modularly designed in such a way as to permit mounting of the “PLAMEN” launching 
device with 32 tubes, put on the universal upper carriage. The launcher design meets all the 
ergonomic requirements providing comfortable and safe work. Mechanism drive is manual. On the 
user's request, it can be modified to semi-automatic operation. The launcher deployment time is 30 
seconds. Time, needed for firing position leave, is 30 seconds. Masses distribution provides proper 
center of gravity position during transportation with FULL -EMPTY combination while the 
launching device has been turned over to the original position by 180°.

THE SYSTEM FEATURES 
Maximum range 21500 m
Firing rate 2 missiles / sec
Number of tubes 24 or 32
Combat kit 64 missiles
Number of operators 2 + 4
System total mass 22000 kg
Temperature range of use -30° to +40° C

TECHNICAL DATA for THE ROCKET OGANJ M77
Missile diameter 128 mm
Warhead caliber 128 mm
Length 2600 mm
Missile mass 67 kg
Warhead mass 19,5 kg
Field of action by direction 180°
Field of action by elevation 0 - 50°
Radius of warhead efficient action 40 m
Surface of point detonating 
demolition warhead effects 0,36 ha
Fuze UTU, M77

TECHNICAL DATA for THE LAUNCHING TUBE
Internal diameter 128 mm
Length 2800 mm
Mass of tube with the tube mechanism 40 kg
Packing one missile in a wooden case



Armament of Army of Serbia  includes multiple barrel 
rocket launchers:
VBR 128 mm M63 PLAMEN
LRSV 128 mm M63/94 PLAMEN S
LRSV 128 mm M77 OGANJ

Crew training is  important factor in conducting successful 
and quick performance of combat systems. This practice 
system allows  complete training to be held in existing 
testing fields with significant cost reduction, by avoiding the 
use of combat rockets. The practice system is intended for 
shooting short distance targets up to 3.500 m for common 
training of all trainees in one army division.
This system contains the following elements:
128 mm practice rocket
57 mm practice rocket with signal head (GO)
The practice system is used for training of:
Charging and controlling of the firing range
Rocket firing.

57mm practice rocket with signal head (GO)
This rocket contains rocket engine and signal head with 
UTI-2P3 fuses. 57 mm practice rocket with signal head 
(GO) is of 57 mm caliber and 3.7 kg mass.
Stabilization of the rocket in its trajectory is achieved 
aerodynamically with 8 fins.
The signaling compound total mass 0.2 kg, is basically the 
mixture of photoflash compound (0.15 kg) and black 
powder No.8 (0.05) kg.

128 mm practice PLAMEN rocket
The outer design of 128 mm practice PLAMEN rocket is 
fully in accordance with the design of the original PLAMEN 
rocket. Practice rocket contains an inserted barrel that is 
used for launching 57 mm rockets.
-The  design of the rocket provides the locking of 57 mm
rockets with GO inside 128 mm PLAMEN rocket.

128 mm practice OGANJ rocket for LRSV 128 mm M77
The outer design of 128 mm practice OGANJ rocket is fully 
in accordance with the design of the original OGANJ rocket. 
Practice rocket contains an inserted barrel that is used for 
launching 57 mm rockets with GO.
The  design of the rocket provides the locking of 57 mm 
rockets with GO inside 128 mm OGANJ rocket.

VBR 128 mm M63; LRSV 128 mm M63/94 and LRSV 128 

PRACTICE SYSTEMS  INTENDED  FOR  SHOOTING
SHORT DISTANCE TARGETS



MAJOR PARTS
1. Aerodynamic ring for drag increasing
2. Warhead
3. Fuse
4. Nozzle assembly with fins and contact
    cover
5. Rocket driver
6. Twin combustion chamber and twin grain
    motor

PERFORMANCE
Caliber ........................................ 122 mm
Length ...................................... 2875 mm
Total mass ...................................... 66 kg
Warhead mass with fuse ............. 19,1 kg
Propellant mass ........................ 20,45 kg
Motor total impulse .................. 39700 Ns
Motor specific impulse ............... 1940 Ns
Temperature range ........... -30° to +50°C
Elevation ....................................... 48.48°
Range ........................................ 20.1 km

Rocket  GRAD  cal. 122 mm

SELF-PROPELLED MULTI-TUBE MISSILE LAUNCHER 122 mm – “GRAD”

“GRAD” is self-propelled multi-tube missile launcher intended  for  impact,  sudden  and 
quick fire assaults on the surface targets in the depth of the enemy. It is efficient against 
all types of targets: personnel, non-armoured and armoured vehicles.
System “GRAD” fires three types of missiles: GRAD, GRAD M and GRAD 2000.
The launcher is carried on the vehicle TAM 150 T11 BV 6x6.
It is possible to mount it on other vehicles of the similar characteristics 
(for example FAP 1417).



GRAD M-rocket cal. 122 mm

PERFORMANCE
Caliber ........................................ 122 mm
Length ....................................... 2875 mm
Total mass .................................... 69.3 kg
Warhead mass with fuse .............. 19.1 kg
Propellant mass ........................... 25.6 kg
Motor total impulse ................... 51400 Ns
Motor specific impulse ................ 2010 Ns
Temperature range ............ -30° to +50°C
Elevation ........................................ 48.48°
Range ......................................... 27.8 km

MAJOR PARTS
1. Aerodynamic ring for drag increasing
2. Warhead
3. Fuse
4. Nozzle assembly with fins and contact
    cover
5. Rocket driver
6. Single combustion chamber and single
    star shaped grain motor

GRAD 2000-rocket cal. 122 mm 

PERFORMANCE
Caliber ........................................ 122 mm
Length ....................................... 2925 mm
Total mass .................................... 68.3 kg
Warhead mass with fuse .............. 19.1 kg
Propellant mass ........................... 27.3 kg
Motor total impulse ................... 62250 Ns
Motor specific impulse ................ 2280 Ns
Temperature range ............. -30° to +50°C
Range (elevation  50° )................ 38.4 km
* Optimal angle of elevation ............... 55°
* Range .......................................... 40 km

MAJOR PARTS
1. Aerodynamic ring for drag increasing
2. Warhead
3. Fuse
4. Single nozzle assembly with fins and
    contact cover
5. Rocket driver
6. Single combustion chamber and single
    cylindrical grain motor



107 mm M06 artillery rocket

Unguided extended range 107 mm artillery rocket (with designation 107 mm M06)
  With UTI fuse makes a part of the 107 mm sef-propelled multi-launcher rocket 
system and standard 107 mm rocket launchers
  Unguided extended range 107 mm rocket is designed to:
• incapacitate enemy troops and equipment‚
• incapacitate or destroy enemy forces at meeting places‚
• incapacitate or block enemy convoys‚
• prevent assaults by parachute troops and invasions from the sea
• neutralize or destroy enemy command posts and communication centers

inside range area
The rocket head has the HE warhead

Technical characteristics
• rocket caliber..................................................................................107 mm
• rocket length with UTI M84 fuse.................................................825,0 mm
• rocket weight...................................................................................17,6 kg
• UTI M84 fuse weight.......................................................................0,35 kg
• warhead explosive weight.............................................................1,250 kg
• maximum range..............................................................................11,5 km
• total motor impulse........................................................................9500 Ns
• operating temperature range..............................................-32˚C to +60˚C
• set weight (2 rockets in a wooden case.............................................49 kg
• set weight (24 rockets in a composite pod,
  with 24 launching barrels in a woden case............................650 to 700 kg
• the rocket can be transported by all transportation means

Unguided extended range 107 mm rocket (107 mm M06)

Extended range 107 mm rocket consists of a rocket motor (1), warhead (2) and fuse (3).

Main parts of extended range 107 mm rockets



 Rocket motor consists of:
• rocket motor chamber (1),
• nozzle assembly (2),
• rocket propellant (3)
• front base with ignition subassembly (4).

Rocket propellant is the modern thermoplastic composite 
propellant made according to the original  technology.

Warhead consists of steel implant (1), shell body (2) explosive 
charge (3).Detonation cups (4) are mounted behind the fuse (5).

Shell body (2) is ogivally shaped. It is forged and made of steel.
Thickness is not uniformed across the body and that allows 
maximum fragmentary efficiency against the target.

Packing of extended range 107 mm rocket 
(107mm M06) with fuse UTI M84
2 rounds in a wooden case 
W/C dimension: 1081 x 360 x203 (kg)
Case gross mass with two rounds: 49 kg

Package-Bottom and corners are hardened

Main parts of 107 mm rocket motor

In order to prove the
quality of our rockets and 
accentuation of their
advantages we are ready to
perform flight tests on your
or our flight-test facilities 



MISSILE 9M14P1 and 9M14PB1

 "MALJUTKA"

Wire guided antitank missile with semiautomatic guidance system (SACLOS) 9M14P1
 ( and improved 9M14PB1with nose probe extended) is effective antitank combat weapon
 at ranges up to 3000 m with high hit probability and high armour penetrating capability
 up to 460 mm (9M14P1), i.e. 580 mm (9M14PB1) thickness.

Antitank guided missile 9M14P1 and 9M14P1B1 with nose probe extended



System Characteristics:

Maximum range 3000 m
Maximum effective firing  range     500 m
Maximum range flight time 25 s
Firing rate (missile/min) 2
Functional efficiency 97 %
Armour penetrating capability
- missile 9M14P1 460 mm
- missile 9M14P1B1 580 mm
Operating
temperature range -40° to +50°C

Missile Data:

Guidance:              wire-guided command
optical tracking by sighting line

Propulsion: solid-propellant
motor, 2-stage

Warhead: hollow charge
Missile diameter 120 mm
Warhead caliber 120 mm
Length, (9M14P1) 865 mm
              (9M14P1B1) 890 mm
Fin span 460 mm
Launch weight 11 kg

Missile PM14P1 (or improved 9M14P1B1) is a part of the system comprising the following:

a) Manual guidance (MCLOS) b) Semiautomatic guidance (SACLOS)
- Portable manual guidance unit PO41LV - Launcher installed on the vehicle
- Portable launching box 9P111B1, and - Guidance system in the vehicle
- Missile 9M14P1 or 9M14P1B1 - Missile 9M14P1 or 9M14P1B1

The missile can be launched from the portable launching box 9P111B1 (also known as the "suitcase" )
in the manual guidance system (MCLOS), or from special, i.e. adapted combat vehicles, in the semi-
automatic or manual guidance system
The special vehicles include the one of Russian origin (BRDM-1, BRDM-2, BMP-1, BMD) as well as
armored personnel carrier (APC and IFV) of Yugoslav origin (BVP M80A and BVP M80P0).
The French helicopter GAZELLE has been adapted for launching of the missile.
Depending on the variant used, the packing may be in the form of:
a) Wooden box with one missile, and
b) Launching case 9P111B1, with one missile and two launching cases per wooden box.
Training of the operator-shooter is easier in the semiautomatic guidance system(SACLOS).
At launching and during flight the operator tracks the target movement through his reticle
and the missile is automatically guided by sighting line.

 GUIDING DESK 9S415
1. Control panel body
2. Launching knob
3. Control lamp
4. Switch
5. Joystick
6. Telescopic sight holder
7. Optical sight
8. Battery
9. Carrying bag



             MALYUTKA 2

ADVANCED ANTI ARMOUR MISSILE SYSTEM

Intended for antitank fight by neutralizing or
destroying armoured vehicles with or without ERA
(MALYUTKA 2M and MALYUTKA 2T) and
fortified objects and manpower (MALYUTKA 2F).

Three versions of missiles are developed so far:
-Malyutka 2M with  HEAT warhead and
enhanced penetration capability,
-Malyutka 2T with tandem warhead and
-Malyutka 2F with thermobaric warhead.

Basic characteristics: MALYUTKA 2M    MALYUTKA 2T    MALYUTKA 2F
Penetration(mm) 800 800+ERA             8kg TNT*
Range(m) 2.800 2.800 2.800
Caliber(mm) 120 120 90
Missile length(mm) 1.097 1.264 968
Weight(kg) 13,4 13,8 13,5
Average flight speed(m/s) 110 110 110

* TNT equivalent for thermobaric warhead



CONTAINERSCONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS - 500
( KSEM - 500 )

      KSM-500 container is designed for storing of 500 kg of explosive.

      Characteristics of the container:
-height.................................................1 800 mm
-width..................................................1 300 mm
-length.................................................1 800 mm
-mass of empty container......................1 480 kg

      The  container  consists  of  two  chambers. The  basic  one  is   made  of 
minimum  7 mm  thick  steel  plate,  while the 300 mm high 500 mm wide and 
500mm, long initial devices chamber is made of minimum  10 mm  thick steel 
plate, so that  no  detonation  of  any  accidentally  or  intentionally   provoked     
explosion would be transmitted to the explosive storing chamber.
      The inside of  the  container  is  covered with   57 mm   thick  wooden  coat 
that doesn’t absorb humidity.
      The container possesses a “sled”and holes  for  cables  that serve to drag 
the container from one place to another.       An  anchor  can  be  attached  to 
the  bottom  of  the   container  thus avoiding  any  smaller  vehicle  to 
drag it.
      The container has two grounding cross connections that leave no need  for
building of any high lightning rod installation.The grounding must  be  done in
accordance with the current JUS regulations and must  be less than 10 .
On the container’s door, there is a rubber that ensures its tightness.
      The container’s door locks with three padlocks.
      The door on the initial devices chamber locks with two padlocks.
      Self-extinguish paint represents container’s final protection.
      Appropriate warning signs, that are in accordance with the UN symbols for
class 1 of danger materials, are put on the container. 
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